
31. 

a 

o 

49. 

Adamsky, Raymond 
Yesterday Father Leo Lambert visited. 
by Mr. | |and his wife 
reside N O T ^ H 

to sa^ 

mm 

that he was approached 
These people 

Tills arrange-
This last summer ment was there when Father Adamsky became pastor 

two of the I ^ ^ H P I girls, ages 10 and 12, were over at the rec
tory a lot. Father was scene giving them piggyback rides on the 
playground, and they frequently watch TV inJ^^Uving room with 
him. Recently, they came to their parents | |is a Catholic, 
^ • 1 is not. Father Leo Lambert is attempting to validate their 
marriage and give instructions t o ^ ^ | ) and told them that Father 
Adamsky had been kissing them on the mouth repeatedly and on one 
occasion even forced his kisses on them. The younger girl said 
that on one occasion he attempted to touch her indecently, and the 
older girl jumped on Father and both of them ran out the door. 
Father Lambert showed me a pair of women's panties decorated with 
suggestive writing whieh Adamsky had given to one of the girls 
for her birthday. The parents had given this to Lambert. Father 
Lambert did not want to bring this matter to the attention of the 
full Personnel Board and asked me to do something about it. I 
assured him I would talk to Adamsky and that we would have him 
evaluated by a psychologist. When Adamsky came to see me, he 
was somewhat nervous and I suspect he knew what this was all 
about. He denied categorically that he had forced kisses upon 
the girls or that he had attempted to touch them. He did admit 
to giving one of them the panties as a "joke". He said he was 
aware that the parents knew about this and when they did not 
object, he thought that everyone was taking this as a big joke. 
I pointed out to him the seriousness of this matter because he 
is being accused of child molestation by young girls and their 
parents. I asked him to see ( £ and he agreed. I sent 
him there immediately and later spoke to M I notes 

that Adamsky has had epileptic seizures over a very long period 
of time and the drug that he uses to control these seizures is 
one that has far-ranging side effects. (noted some of 
the symptoms that Adamsky explained to him probably are due to 
continuing slight seizures. | also detected a number of 
personality disorders which need attention. ^suggests that 
we have him thoroughly evaluated at the Wausau Clinic. 
and I will meet with Adamsky on Friday to discuss this further. 

1/11/83 

Adamsky, Raymond 
I met with him and J | (is concerned about some of 
the neurological and psychological symptoms that he sees in 
Adamsky and recommends that he receive a thorough evaluation in 
his condition. I asked Adamsky to enter the Wausau Clinic on 
January 31 for this type of evaluation. Adamsky said he is 
willing and that he would cooperate. Later I asked | |if 
there is something we should be doing with reeardto the parents 
of the children that are accusing Adamsky. I feels that I 
should talk to the parents and offer to have J gtalk to them 
or to the girls if this would make them feel better. | does 
not feel that the girls will be psychologically affected by this 
incident nor does he feel there is any reason for Adamsky to have 

to leave St. Kilian's as long as he undergoes evaluation and 
treatment if indicated. 

1/14/83 
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I called Mr. | | to let him know that Father Adamsky 
is receiving medical help and counseling following theincident 
that the | Breported to Father Leo Lambert. |was 
very happy to hear this and said that everything seems to be 
going fine. His wife is still • • • • • • • • • • • and Adamsky is 
treating both of them as though nothing had happened, • • • • l i s 
satisfied to leave the matter in our hands. 

2/7/83 

175. Adamsky, Raymond 
Yesterday, he and I drove to Wausau, and today he was given the 
report of his recent evaluation by the Wausau Mental Health Associ
ates. Afterwards, the report was shared with me in his presence 
by Dr. • • • • • • • • • , psychologist. Basically, the results 
were as follows: 
1. In his spiritual assessment, 1 | OFM Cap. 

recommended that Father Adamsky get a spiritual director with 
whom he can work on a regular basis in order to bring about a 
closer correlation between his vocation and life style. I 
told Adamsky I would furnish him with a list of recommended 
spiritual directors in the Archdiocese. 

o 
The physical assessment of Adamsky showed that everything here 
is under control. The on-going medication for epilepsy is 
within the normal limits as are other existing conditions. 
More attention to exercise is the only thing that is recom
mended besides, of course, on-going consultation with his 
doctor in Fond du Lac. 

o 
3. The psychological evaluation showed no serious abnormalities. 

However, it clearly shows that Adamsky does not think in 
psychological categories. Therefore, he does not think about 
or realize how he is coming across to others. The episodes 
that led to this evaluation were the result of Adamsky's failure 
to understand the normal behavior of young girls. As a young 
man, Adamsky did not have opportunities for dating or really 
getting to know women. As a result, there is a lot of immaturity 
in his reaction toward women. At this point in the interview 
I recalled how poorly Adamsky had treated a waitress the night 
before when we had dinner. His bitter criticism of her ser
vice, the attitude he showed turned her off and myself as well. 
Dr. | | said that their recommendation was that while 

Adamsky does not need psychotherapy for any overt condition, he 
would greatly benefit from seeing a psychologist perhaps once a 
month to try to work on seeing things from a psychological stand 
point. 

Dr. | | said that their staff feels that at this time in his 
life Adamsky is matched to the right assignment. They see no need 
of him moving because of the incident with the young girls or 
because of his persona^condition. 1 toldH Band Adamsky that 
I had spoken to Mr. | | the father o ^ h ^ g M s , and that 
there seems to be no further desire on the parents' part to push 
the issue any further. They are satisfied that he is receiving 
counseling. At the end of the interview Adamsky was obviously 
relieved and said that he was grateful for this experience. He 
stated that he is willing to follow up with counseling once a 
month but not more than that. He said he would not return to 
counseling with I I because he does not like people with 
beards. 

2/14/83 
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On Wednesday, December 20, 1989 I went to the office of social wo 
in the I I County Court House in order to meet with 

(family name unknown) who alleges that she was sexually abused at the age 
of ten 25 years ago by a priest currently in active assignment in the 
Archdiocese. After my explaining the ways in which such issues are 
presently handled by the Archdiocese, she agreed to give the matter further 
consideration before revealing the individual's name to me. 

RJS 

197. Adamsky, Raymond 
On Tuesdayf_j^bniary_2_7J_19gO I met with 

Bin the office of her therapist, Mr. 
at the^^^^^HCounty Counseling Center in the court House in 

to further discuss her allegations regarding sexual abuse. 
lay's name surfaced in the conversation, and( [indicated a desire to 
confront him in my presence within two to four months, authorizing me to 
make an initial contact and to make some type of intervention in this 
regard. 

RJS 

204. Adamsky, Raymond 

On Thursday, March 1, 1990 I spoke with Ray in my office, outlining 
the allegation which I had received even though I was not able to provide a 
great deal of detail. I informed him that I would be contacting Father 
Mogilka at the parish in order to make sure that there no inappropriate 
relationships had been noted. 1 stated that • • desired a personal 
meeting and confrontation within two to four months or as soon as she was 
prepared for it. I said that in view of the lack of more specific 
information, I would not request an evaluation at this time, but might do 
solater^On Wednesday, March 7, 1990 I called B M in • • • 

I to report the substance of our conversation and the vague 
recollection which Ray had of an inappropriate relationship in Grafton 
She was content with the process and progress and asked that we stay in 
touch as she prepared for the meeting. 

RJS 

274. Adamsky, Raymond 
On Thursday, April 26, 1990 I met with Erv Mogilka in the rectory of 

St. Joseph Parish in Racine in order to communicate the serious allegations 
which have been brought to my attention. Erv indicated a complete and 
total absence of any evidence of inappropriate behavior during the time of 
Ray's pastoral assignment at the parish. 

RJS 

363. Adamsky, Raymond 
On Tuesday, May 22, 1990 I met with Ray briefly in order to report to 

him the fact that I had brought the allegation to the attention of Father 
Mogilka and that I was awaiting additional contact from | (regarding the 
possibility of a direct personal meeting of all parties concerned. 

RJS 

861. Adamsky, Raymond 
On Tuesday, October 30, 1990 I spoke briefly with Rick Stoffel to 

alert him to the allegation made against Ray and to be assured that some 
degree of supervision would be provided in these matters. 

RJS 

893. Adamsky, Raymond ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ 
On Saturday, November 17, 1990 I spoke with I 

who called to say that she was still planning on an eventual face-to-face 
meeting with Ray even though her therapy was interrupted this summer due to 
^ ^ • ^ • • • • • • l - She meets withB • weekly and will contact us when she 
decides that the next meeting wouldoehelpful. 

RJS 
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inn?.Adamsky, Raymond 
On Thursday, December 20, 1990 I briefly spoke with Ray indicating 

that there were no further developments in the allegation received in his 

regard. R J S 

853. Adamsky, Raymond 
On Monday, August 5 1991 spoke with | 

who had not contacted my office for 
over one year. Having called Mary Kay Balchunas earlier the same 
day, she stated a concern that Ray might still be involved in some 
kind of abusive relationships with minors and_ asked what her future 
options might be. I rehearsed them all and recalled her desire for a 
private meeting with Ray and a therapist. | I agreed to speak about 
the matter again with her therapist and again contact our office with 
possible dates for September or October. 

That same day I spoke with Ray in Racine notifying him of the 
development, asking if he were willing to meet with | | in the 
therapist's office in | (and again counseling the 
contacting of a lawyer to protect his interests and rights. He 
agreed to await the list of dates and tentatively indicated a 
willingness to attend such a meeting since he states he does not 
remember any basis for such an allegation. 

RJS 

897. Adamsky, Raymond ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
On Wednesday, August 21, 1991 I spoke with I Bwho called to 
inform me that she would be sending a lettertornerormer grade 
school principal when she was enrolled in the St. Joseph Parochial 
School some 30 years ago seeking information regarding Father 
Adamsky. She also promised to send dates when a meeting with him 
might be possible. 

RJS 

959. Adamsky, Raymond ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
On Tuesday, September 10, 1991 I spoke with | | to report 
that I was working on the date of October 18, 1991 for her requested 
meeting with Ray. Since he is away on vacation, I will confirm that 
upon his return. I also alerted his pastor. Father Stoeffel, to this 
development so that there would be adequate supervision and 
monitoring on the local scene pending further developments. 

RJS 

981. Adamsky, Raymond 
On Wednesday, September 18, 1991 theoffice learned that Ray had 
accepted the request to meet with| | on Friday, October 18, 1991 at 
1:30 p.m. I informed| | of that fact and also gave her the current 
address of the principal who had been stationed at St. Joseph's in 
Grafton when the events allegedly occurred. I forwarded ^ H ' s 
letter to Audrey Neu with a request that a response be sent directly 
to | I herself. 

^ ™ RJS 
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43. Adamsky, Raymond 
On Friday, October 18, 1991 Bishop Sklba accompanied Father Adamsky 
to the office of therapist, | ^ in ̂ ^ B B H l ^ H H I where he 
was confronted by the serious allegation of sexual abuse by ^ ^ H 

| who was accompanied by Lutheran Pastor M B M (serving an ELCA 
congregation in Grafton) and a friend by the name ̂ f ̂ H The 
allegation regarded sexual abuse as a ten year old child in 1963-64 
which Father Adamsky denied. As a result of the statements of the 
Lutheran Pastor regarding practices within the Lutheran denomination, 
Bishop Sklba contacted Bishop Peter Rogness on Monday, October 21, 
1991 to discuss procedures for handling such allegations. After 
consultation with Attorney Matt Flynn, Bishop Sklba indicated his 
intention to inform the pastor of St. Joseph Parish in Racine and 
Father Adamsky himself that no unsupervised cgntact with children was 
to be allowed pending further investigation and resolution of this 
allegation. 

RTV 

84. Adamsky, Raymond 
Bishop Sklba notified thV office that on Friday, October 18, 1991 he 
joined Ray for a meeting at the( (County Court House withj 

^ ^ • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ H who was supported by her therapist, • • • • ^ M i , a 
friend by the name of | | and another woman by the name of | | and 
a pastor associated with an ELCA congregation in the Grafton area. 
In response to four pages of explicit accusation regarding events 
which allegedly occurred in 1963-64, Ray denied all charges. I 
subsequently spoke with Attorney Matt Flynn to review the matter, ^ H 

I also spoke with Bishop Peter Rogness in view 
of the Lutheran Pastor's assertion that such an accusation would 
result in a removal from the ministry in the Lutheran Church. Peter 
Rogness explained his practice in a telephone call on Monday, October 
21, 1991 and indicated he would not automatically move in such a 
direction given the circumstances of this particular allegation. 

Bishop Sklba also reported that he spoke with Father Richard Stoffel, 
Pastor of St. Joseph Parish in Racine, on Monday, November 4, 1991 in 
order to repeat the formal notice of the allegation to the parish. 
On that occasion it was decided that Father Adamsky would not be 
present in any religious education or day school classroom without 
the constant supervision of the teachers, that he would leave at 
least five minutes before the dismissal of all classes in order to be 
separated from the turmoil which often accompanies dismissal for 
lunch or home, that an adult would be assigned to acolyte duties at 
weekday masses and that the services of Father Erv Mogilka would be 
utilized for children's confessions. 

Bishop Sklba later reported that he had spoken with Father Stoffel on 
Monday, November 18, 1991 and learned that a very brief explanation 
would be given to Father Mogilka regarding the request for help for 
the confessions and that Racine Attorney Mark Nielson had been 
retained by Father Adamsky to protect his own interests. Bishop 
Sklba noted that he had received a formal letter from Father Stoffel 
on Friday, November 15, 1991 carefully documenting all the steps 
taken to provide ample supervision on the part of the parish (also 
signed by Father Adamsky on November 11, 1991). Father Stoffel also 

requested that Bishop Sklba contact the parish school principal, Mr. 
Cooper, regarding some ambiguous expressions of concern on the part 
of parents approximately a year and a half previously. Father 
Stoffel took the occasion of a telephone conversation to ask if the 
parish could be reduced to a single priest assignment in the changes 
scheduled for June, 1992. 

RTV. 
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y/ 87. Raymond Adamski 
On February 28, 1992 I spoke with| | to make 
sure that she did not feel her concerns were being overlooked. She 
stated that she had decided not to press for the formal legal 
statement, at least for the present. She stated that she was very 
busy with work and school at this time. 

RJS 

yj 90. Raymond Adamski 
On March 2, 1992 1 spoke with Fr. Rick Stoffel who reported that his 
Parish DRE had met with two High School Juniors on approximately 
February 19, 1992 in the context of a Confirmation preparation. When 
asked to identify various groups in the Church and to identify and to 
describe the differences between the two priests, it was very clear 
that these young women did not feel comfortable with Ray because of 
his rough physical contact with them over the years when they were in 
Grade school at the Parish. Rick stated that this was an independent 
verification of the issues raised by the Principal in my conversation 
before Christmas. We agreed that all things considered Ray's six 
year term of office should be allowed to be concluded and I informed 
Tom Trepanier of that decision. In a conversation with Tom Venne on 
March 4, 1992 we agreed to seek a time when he and I could meet with 
Ray in order to discuss the circumstances of any future assignment. 

RJS 
. • • 

114. Raymond Adamski 
On March 11, 1992 I received a letter from Attorney Michael Cohn who 
has been retained b y | fl and who takes exception to some of 
the statements in the letter from Rick Stoffel which documents 
current status of supervision, and seeks some financial assistance. 
I sent a copy of the letter to Tom Venne and also to Attorney Matt 
Flynn, who promised to review the matter and to speak with Mr. Cohn 
directly about this matter. 

RJS 

341. Adamsky, Raymond 
On Friday, April 24, 1992 Bishop Sklba and I met with Ray in my 
office. Ray's term at St. Joseph's in Racine ends this June. There 
is a potential lawsuit regarding allegations against Ray and other 
evidence of previous reports of inappropriate conduct with minors. 
Ray does not acknowledge the seriousness of the allegations on his 
part, but realizes the need for restricted ministry and is very open 
to an assignment where no youth work would be involved. He said he 
is uncomfortable working with young people anyway. He did not show 
much emotion and didn't seem enthused about any area of ministry, he 
did say he was looking forward to retiring at 65. He will be 62 this 
summer. He was asked to make an appointment with one of the 
psychologists whose names we gave him and to let us know so that we 
could send his previous evaluation from Psychology Associates of 
Wausau. We also spoke about a spiritual director and encouraged him 
to consider establishing such a relationship. He was open to nursing 
home ministry if a place was available. We need to look for an 
assignment and residence for Ray. 

RTV 
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REDACTED 

387. Adamsky, Raymond 
On Friday, May 15, 1992 I called Ray to see if he had made an 
appointment for counseling. He said he had not because things were 
too busy. I told him he needed to do so immediately because of the 
seriousness of the allegations. In conversation with Matt Flynn I 

RTV 

y 259. Ray Adamski 
On May 19, 1992 I spoke with Rick Stoffel who reported that after 
consultation with his Attorney he was not taking seriously the 
charges about his style of supervision for Ray Adamski. Rick also 
reported that he is encouraging a Gene Bosch to seek special training 
as a possible Pastoral Associate in the parish and noted that he has 
received the donation of a home for approximately at $61,000.00 value 
some two blocks away should he decide to change the Rectory into a 
Parish Center and utilize the home as a priest residence in the 
future. All of these indicate that the parish response to the 
departure of Ray seems to be in good order and everything is being 
properly handled. 

RJS 

410. Adamsky, Raymond 
On Wednesday, May 27, 1992 Ray called to say that he had made an 
appointment with Dr.j for May 28, 1992. 

RTV 

^ 298. Raymond Adamsky 
On June 5, 1992 Dr. I called to report on his first 
meeting with Ray. He noted Ray's lack of vitality and emotional 
response to virtually all things. He requested that a copy of the 
Wausau report be sent to his office and I agreed to do so since Ray 
had orally authorized such a sharing in their session. I rehearsed 
the history of the allegation and recommended some kind of regular 
meetings as Ray assumed residence at Bethany House. 

RJS 
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Adamsky, Raymond 
On Wednesday, June 10, 1992 I met with Ray to discuss his future 
ministry. With his assignment at St. Joseph in Racine ending on June 
23, 1992, we have asked Ray to live at Bethany House until a suitable 
assignment can be found. There are allegations against Ray from a 
previous assignment and activity by the alleged victim's attorney. 
Ray was concerned about living at Bethany House and preferred an 
apartment. I told Ray that room was available at Bethany House and 
he could inform people that he requested ministry outside of a parish 
and that the Diocese was seeking a suitable assignment. Ray said he 
would like to do short-term help out when needed for priests that are 
sick or on sabbatical. He will have a farewell celebration on June 
28,1992 so he will move to Bethany House on June 30. He will be in 
contact with Tom Hickey. 

RTV 

481. Adamsky, Ray 
On July 14, 1992, I met with Ray Adamsky at Bethany House. I asked 
Roy to call Sr. Irene at St. Monica's Senior Home in Racine to 
inquire about the open position of chaplain. I gave him the job 
description. Ray seemed very open to this possible assignment and 
was familiar with St. Monica and had visited residence there. He 
also mentioned how 4 more years in Racine would make him eligible for 
a monthly supplement to his retirement from a fund established by Dan 
Garvey. I was not aware of this fund. 

RTV 

\t 

o 432. Fr. Raymond Adamski 
On July 22, 1992 at a meeting with Fr. Venne and Attorney Flynn 

515. Adamsky, Raymond 
On July 24, 1992, Ray Adamsky called to say that he had met with Sr. 
Irene of St. Monica's Senior Home in Racine and was waiting to find 
out is he had been accepted for the chaplain position. 

RTV 

580. Adamsky, Raymond J. 
On August 19, 1992 a letter was written jto Raymond Adamsky at the 
request of the Racine Serra Club that gives him permission to be 
Chaplain for the Serrans. 

RTV 

^550. Raymond Adamsky 
On Septemer 22, 1992 I learned that Ray had experienced several 
epileptic episodes since going to St. Monica's and called him on his 
private line ( • • • M M ) to inquire about his condition. He stated 
that Doctors are eliminating possible causes one by one without any 
definite diagnosis at this time. 

RJS 

// 
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680. Adamsky, Raymond 
On September 23, 1992 I received a call from Sr. Irene at St. 
Monica's Senior Home in Racine. She said that Ray had recently lost 
the use of his legs and had to be taken to the hospital emergency 
room. They are now running tests to determine why this happened. In 
conversation with Dick Sklba he said that Ray had a seizure. Sr. 
Irene called for an insurance form because of a mistake on his date 
of starting employment with them. 

RTV 

864. Adamsky, Raymond 
On November 16, 1992 I met with Ray Adamsky at St. Monica's Senior 
Home in Racine. Ray is happy with his ministry there. He continues 
to get tests for legs. He has no feeling in his feet when he walks 
on certain surfaces and doesn't feel when his foot touches the ground. 

RTV 

26. Raymond Adamsky 
On January 21, 1993 I spoke with both Sr. Kathleen and Mary Kay 
Balchunas regarding the letter addressed to the Archbishop by 
• • • ^ ^ ^ H Mary Kay could not find an initial record of the 
conversation, and then discovered a brief reference to the call on a 
report given to the Archbishop dated November 6, 1992. Mary Kay had 
no record of any request for further contact expressed by I 
herself. That same day I called | | home, spoke to her 
husband and indicated a willingness to meet with her if she so chose. 

RJS 

order to make an initial contact. We subsequently met on January 30, 
1993 in my office. She described alleged abuse as occurring when she 
was 13 or 14 in 1963 or 1964 as a member of St. John's Parish in 

of physical pain and counseling which have been professionally 
attributed to this experience. She was upset that there had not been 
a follow up call as requested in her conversation with Mary Kay. Our 
conversation was professional and very respectful. I outlined the 
various options available to her. Even though her husband has 
pressed her to seek reimbursement for the $13,000.00 spent in 
therapy, she has refused to do so. She seemed content with the 
current restrictions on Fr. Adamsky's ministry, even though she 

66. Raymond Adamsky (cont'd) 
thought that such actions should render someone completely isolated 
from any ministry at all. She asked explicitly to become a member of 
any support/therapy group which might be established and promised to 
call me for further conversation should that be judged helpful. 

The entire conversation led me to wonder if there shouldn't be some 
kind of review of all the cases mentioned in Mary Kay's daily logs, 
lest there be any callers or situations which could have fallen 
through the cracks without proper attention. 

RJS 
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172. Adamsky, Raymond 
On 3/11/93 I met with lives at 

Her phone number 
is | was a member of St. Philip Neri Parish. 
When she was in 7th grade (approximately 20 years ago) she was a 
CCO student and helped Ray Adamsky. | alleges that on several 
occasions Ray kissed her and touched her in an inappropriate way 
in the CCO office where she helped him. She wanted to let us 
know in case others are in danger. I told her of Ray's condition 
now. She said she is not asking for anything and considers 
telling us as appropriate in helping in her healing. 

RTV 

iX 169. Raymond Adamsky 
On March 26, 1993 I spoke with Tom Venne and determined that in my 
judgement Ray could stay at his present assignment at St. Monica's 
Home in Racine since he has supervision and very little contact with 
people due to his current health. The presumption is that he would 
retire from that position at the time of the June reassignment. 

RJS 

415. Adamsky, Raymond 
On May 6, 1993 I met with Raymond Adamsky at St. Monica's Senior 
Home in Racine. Ray's physical condition of deterioration in his 
nerves necessitates his use of a cane. He cannot feel when his 
foot touches the surface. He said his doctor told him he was 
ready to write a request for his disability retirement whenever 
Ray was ready. I told Ray of the recent allegations and with his 
present legal action, that Archbishop Weakland requested he not 
be in any assignment. Ray was open to this and also to living at 
Meyer Hall. I told Ray that I would set up an appointment for 
him to see Archbishop Weakland to begin this process. 

RTV 

4 4 4 • Adamsky, Raymond 

On May u , 1^3 we received a letter from Dr ^ ^ ^ ^ M f 

continue to get worse. Physical condition will 

516. RTV 
Adamsky, Raymond 

On June 4 , 1993 1 brought Raymond Adarnsky from St »n • , 
Sen io r Home in Racine t n w o n>-„i,K- u y m S t " Monica 's 
P i c k i n g Ray up , Sr I r e n e t h e a f ' f W e a * l a ^ . "hen I was 
s a i d Ray would be welcome!' t o s t a v t h ' ^ f ^ ' ^ W l t h m e »<* 
her that I would suggest Rav df.7 Z *" retirement. I told 
but told her of a £ ^ e ^ ^ * £ " » * • * the Archbishop, 

iWSe°fat ^ t S V l d P & ^ - a n f w ^ d l a y t 
showed Ray t U ^ J ' " ^ ' ™ ^ ' ^ ~ ^ * 
toward^ June 30, 1 9 9 3 c o m p l e t i o n g ^ 1 ^ t r y ^ a t ~ * 

• -•---"— RTV 
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207. Adamsky, Raymond 
On February 16, 1994, I called Ray Adamsky to inquire whether he 
had spoken to his doctor regarding His desire to move to Cousins 
Center or Meyer Hall. He said he was waiting for the weather to 
get better. I suggested he call his doctor and inform him of his 
desire and if the Doctor approves that he can be safe without 
assisted care, we would follow through. Ray thanked me for 
calling and our concern and said he would call his doctor and 
have him contact me. 

RTV 

334. Adamsky, Raymond ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
On March 11, 1994, I received a letter from Dr. | 
stating that Ray Adamsky could move to Meyer. I gave this 
information to Paul Janette and called Ray while Paul was here to 
set up an appointment to select a room at Meyer Hall. 

RTV 
94. Adamsky, Ray 

On February 6, 1995, Liz Piasecki, Ray^Adamsky^HTd^^niet to 
discuss an allegation against Ray from 1 Ray 
didn't have any recollection of the allega^Sn^abou^thTs 9th 
grade girl from about 1971. We decided to contact her and 
together with Ray to make an effort to sort this out in the 
future. Stories don't seem to be the same since they were first 
shared with Fr. Tom Venne. She is asking $60,000 in settlement. 

CCS 

140. Adamsky, Raymond 
On February 21, 1995, I sent Ray a letter from the person who 
made the recent allegations. I asked Ray to study the same and 
call for an appointment, so Dr. Piasecki and I can bring some 
closure to this case as well. 

CCS 

Raymond AdamBki 
On April 25, 1995 Dr. Elizabeth Piasecki, echoing the request of 
Carrol Straub, suggested that I meet with Ray subsequent to the 
signing of the settlement by a representative of St. Philip Neri 
Parish in order to obtain his signature and to request a contribution 
of approximately $10,000.00 toward the settlement. 

RJS 

286. Adamsky, Ray 
On June 27, 1995, Ray Adamsky stopped to sign off settlement 
agreement with| 

CCS 

494. Ray Adamsky 
May 30,2000 Ray is phoned by Vicar and told not to distribute magazines he receives to 
lay help because more questions are raised about his motives than necessary or helpful. He 
will refrain from doing so. Ray complains about the food preparation for Meyer Hall. 
Food is cold and not reheated sufficiently. Much is left over but not stored at Meyer Hall. 
Dishes are not washed adequately. Retired priests meet with Bill Kreitzer today. 

JFH 

^90 . 
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138. Ray Adamsky 
February 14, 2001 Ray is consulted concerning retired priests' financial needs at Meyer Hall. 
He believes that the combination of priest's pension, social security and private investments 
is adequate for each of the priests currently at Meyer Hall. They certainly don't depend on 
Mass stipends for their fiscal well-being. 

JFH 
( / 

o 

230. Raymond Adamsky 
On Friday, April 19, 2002 the office received notice of an inquiry from Fr. 
Rick Stoffel of St. Joseph Parish in Racine, asking if we had any interest 
in receiving all his office documentation regarding the allegation against 
Fr. Adamsky. I contacted him with an affirmative response and thanked 
him for his thoughtfulness. 

RJS 

337. Ray Adamsky ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ 
April 23, 2002 Ray Adamsky is named b y | | i s the priest who verbally 
abused her 10 year old, fl J i n the confessional at Blessed Sacrament Parish in '61 
or '62 when he allegedly told her for her penance to put her finger into the hole where she 
goes to the bathroom. The family went to Msgr Francis Beres about this and he allegedly 
told them to keep this quiet and he would take care of it. Beres was a friend of the family 
whom they trusted. Adamsky was transferred to a different parish that June. 

JFH 

99. Ray Adamsky 
January 27,2003 Ray Adamsky is seen by Vicar who explains the reason for the letter lie will 
be receiving from the Archbishop to reaffirm the restrictions which have been in place for 
years. He produced a copy of the Precept received 5/25/95 and the letter which accompanied 
it. He no longer wears the collar and now knows his case will be sent to CDF for possible 
recommendation for laicization. JFH 
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